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ABSTRACT. The paper is concerned with the investigation of the quasiperiodic oscilla-
tions of a nonlinear dynamic system of Liapunov type with time lag. The following results 
are obtained: 
- The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the quasiperiodic solution 
describing the oscillating processes. 
- The approximate quasiperiodic solution in the power series. 
- The quasiperiodic oscillations of a nonlinear dynamic system of Dulling type with 
the quasiperiodic perturbations. 
L. Let us consider a nonlinear dynamic systerr. described by the differential equa-
,ion of the form 
(1.1) 
vhere e is a small parameter, X(x) is a power series in x of the form 
(1.2) 
IC is a continuous in t and quasiperiodic function with fre1uency basis VJ, v 2 , •.• ,vn 
md analytical function in x, XL>., ~;, d;t in the domair D. ~ere XL>. = x(t- t.), 
ixLl. d dt = dtx(t- C:.), t. is a positive number. 
Together with, given differential equation we consider the following differential 
~quation called deg~:d~rate ~quatibn, which cari be~btained from (1.1) by putting 
: = 0: 
(1.3) 
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It is easy to see that equation (1.3) is differential equation of Liapunov type 
because we can find its initial integral in the form 
(~~) 2 + w2 x 2 + 2 J X(x)dx = const. (1.4) 
It is known that the Liapunov type equation (1.3) has a continuous in t and 
periodic solution depending on two .parameters with period T in the form [1] 
271' ( 2 3 ) T = - 1 + a2c + a3c + ... , 
w 
(1.5) 
where the first coefficient ai in expression (1.5) is different from zero and has the 
even index (denoted by a£), c is value of x in initial moment t = 0. 
We prove first the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. If the developmer:tt of function X(x) in power series is such that 
the first coefficient "Yi which is different from zero and denoted by "Yi has the odd 
index 2m+ 1, then the coefficient a; has even index 2m. If "Yi has even index 2m 
and following odd index is equal to 2m+ 2k + 1 (k = 0, 1, 2, ... ) for "Yi = 0, then 
a; has index min(2m + 2k, 4m- 2). 
Proof. Making in the equation {1.3) the variable change t = (1 +a)~ we obtain 
. w 
the following equation: 
d2 x · (1 + a)2 dt 2 +x+a(2+a)x+ -w- X(x) =0. {1.6) 




x (1+a) 2 dr 2 + x + a(2 + a)x + -w- X(x) = W cosr, 
211' 
w = ~ J [a(2 + a)x+ c: arx(xl] cosrdr. {1. 7) 
0 
The continuous in T and 211'-periodic solution of the system (1. 7) will be found 
by the iteration method with the initial conditions x(O) = c, dx(O) = 0. 
dr 




= c.cosr, (1.8) 
= 0. 
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As the n-th order approximation for the solution we shall take l, · ,c1r-periodic 
solution of the following nonhomogeneous linear system of equation·~· 
211" 
Wn = ; f [a(2 + a)xn-1 + c: ar X(xn-1)] cos rdr, (n = 
0 
It has the form 
[ ( l+a)2 xn(r)=Mcosr+L r,a(2+a)xn-!+ -w- X(xn_I)-W, 
(1.9) 
'.!, ... ).~ 
(1.10) 
where M will be determined by initial conditions, operator L[r, y(r)] is linear and 
homogeneous in y(r) and admits estimate ]L[r,y(r)]] < AB with max ]y(r)]::; B 
and with constant A which does not depend on y(r). 
• 
Carrying out the estimate of the quantities ]xn(r) - x0 (r)], ]Wn], ]xn(r) -
Xn-dr)], ]Wn- Wn-!] we can assert that the sequences {xn(r)}, {Wn} are uni-
formly convergent to the limit functions x(r,c, a), W(c, a) with enough small c. 
These functions satisfy equation (1. 7) and x( r, c, a) is continuous in r and 211' 
periodic function and analytical in c and a function. 
We can express the function W(c, a) in the form 
(1.11) 
where 81 , 82 are constants, 82 i 0, 2(3 = 2m if 'Yi has the odd index 2m+ 1, 
2{3 = min(2m + 2k, 4m- 2) if"'( has the even index 2m and following odd index 
with "/j i 0 is equal to 2m + 2k + 1. Hence 
W(c, a)= 0 (1.12) 
is the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the continuous in r 
and 21!'-periodic solution of the equation (1.6) .. 
Developing left-hand side of equality (1.12) in the power series in a we find 
- 2f3 + a a 0 e ... (1.13) 
In the particular case: 2m+2k =4m-2 and the coefficients for correspondent 
degree in the expression (1.11) are the same on modulus and are inverse on the 
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sign, the development of a(c) in the power series will be begun by the term of 
highest order greater than· min(2m + 2k,4m- 2). 
However, this case can be eliminated with the aid of variation of coefficient 
'"Y2m+2k+l· 
2. In this section we consider the differential equation of the form ( 1.1). 
Suppose that there exists the combinatory resonance in the dynamic system, i.e. 
there is the relationship: 
(2.1) 
where k = (k 1,k2, ... ,kn), v = (v1,v2, ... ,vn), (k,v) is scalar product of two 
vectors k and v. 
The purpose of this section is to give the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence of the continuous in t and quasiperiodic solution with the frequency 
basis v 1 ,v2 , ••• ,lln of the differential equation (1.1). We shall present again the 
method for construction of the approximate solution of the equation in the power 
series. 
For this aim we introduce the partial differential equation called associated 
equation in the form [2]. 
where Y(u) = X(x = u), u = u(01, ... , On, e:), 
n n , 
( dx "\' OU dx,c,. "\' uU,c,. ) cp == F v;t = O;,x = u,x,c,. = u,c,., dt = ~ 80 _v;, dt = ~ BO· II; 
i=l t i=l ' 
We can easy assert 
Theorem 2.1. If the function u(01 , ••• , IJn, e:) is the continuous in 61 , 62 , •.. , On 
and 21r-periodic solution of the equation (2.2), then the function x(t, e:) = 
u(v1t, ... , lint, e:) is the continuous in t and quasiperiodic solution with frequen-
cy basis 111,112, ..• , !In of differential ordinary equation (1.1). 





To the equation (2.2) we associate now an auxiliary system of integra-differ-
ential equations of the form 
27r 211" 
W = (2 ~)n J · · · I[Y(v)- c.P]e-i(k,B)d61 ... dOn, 
0 0 
where W is complex conjugate quantity for W, (k,ll) is scalar product of two 
vectorsk = (kJ, ... ,kn),ll= (OJ, ... ,Dn)· 
Theorem 2.2. The system of integra-differential equations (2.3) has always a 
family of continuous in 61 , 62, ... , On and 21r-periodic solutions depending on two 
arbitrary constants. 
Proof. The theorem will be proved by the iteration method. 
approximation of the solution of the system (2.3) we take 
As the 0-th order 
Vo = aei(k,e) +a e-i(k,ll)' 
Wo =0, 
where a is arbitrary constant, a is complex conjugate quantity for a. 
(2.4) 
As the n-th approximation of the solution of the system (2.3) we take the 




Vn .. ( )2 ( "{k B) - - "{k B) L..- ao;aoil/;1/j + k,v 1/n + y Vn-d = cFn-1 + Wne' ' + w ne • ' ' 
2• 2• (2.5) 




Setting the estimate on the quantities lvn- Vn-11, IWn- Wn-11, lvn- Vol, 
IW n I we can assert that the sequences { Vn}, {W n} are uniformly convergent to the 
limit functions v., W. with enough small c: and presented boundary conditions. 
v. and W. satisfy the system of equations {2.3), the function depending oh 
two arbitrary constants a7 and aim (ar =Rea, aim= Ima). ..,_ 
From this result we can deduce the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.3. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the 
continuous in t and quasiperiodic solution with the frequency basis v1 , ••• , Vn of 
equation {1.1) are that the constant a7 and aim satisfy the following equalities: 
ReW = 0, 
ImW=O. 
(2.6) 
Going into details we can show that if the function X(x) is a power series in 
x in the form 
X( ) 2m+! + 2m+2 + · X = "/2m+JX "/2m+2X • • ·, 
then the quantities ar and aim can·be expressed in the form 
{2.7) 
Giving e --+ 0 the continuous in t and quasiperiodic solution obtained with fre-
quency basis vl> v 2 , ••• , Vn of differential equation {1.1) deduces to trivial solution 
x = 0 of degenerate equation {1.3). 
3. · As an application of the presented method we consider a differential 
equation describing the oscillations in a nonlinear dynamic system of Duffing type 
under the quasiperiodic perturbations: 
2 . 
d X 2 3 [( 2 ) l dt 2 +w x+"fx =e 1-ax,c. xc.+A1 cosv1t+A2 cosv2t, (3.1) 
where"/, a, A, AI> A 2 are positive constants, c: is a small parameter, v1 and v2 
are independent, i.e. k 1v 1 + k2v2 = 0 and k 1 , k 2- integers imply k1 = 0, k 2 = 0. 
We assume that w = v1 , i.e. there exists the principal resonance on the frequency 
VJ. 
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Associated equations for (3.1) can be written in the form 
( 0~1 v1) 2 u + vfu + 1u3 = o: [ (1 -au;) ( ~~~ v1 + ~: v2) 
+ A1 cos 61 + A2 cos 62 ], (3.2) 





,..[ 3 ( 2 (ava ova ) W = (21r)2 "/V - e 1- ava) 061 Ill+ 062 V2 
0 0 
+ A1 cos 61 + A2 cos 62] e-18• d61d62, (3.3) 
where W is complex conjugate of W. 
In this case the existence of the continuous in t and quasiperiodic solution of 
the equation (3.1) is determined. We can find therefore the solution of (3.3) in the 
form 
v = Ill o:l/3 + !12<:2/3 + v3<: + ... ' 
W = W1o:1/ 3 + W2o:2/ 3 +Wac+ .... 
(3.4) 
Substituting (3.4) into (3.3) we can find tli.e system of equations determining the 
functions v1,v2,113, ... and the quantities W1,W2, W3, ... 
w1 = o, 
(3.7) 
0 •••••••••••••• 
where a; (i = 1, 2, 3, ... ) are arbitrary constants, which are the terms of the power 
series 
a= a1o:1/ 3 + a2o:2/ 3 + aac + ... , 
a; (i = 1,2,3, ... ) are complex conjugate of a;. Giving W = 0, i.e. Wa = 0, 
W4 = 0, ... we can find the solution of equation (3.2). From this result we find 
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the continuous in t and quasiperiodic solution with frequency basis 1/1, v2 of the 
equation (3.1): 
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VE DAO IlQNG TVA TUAN HOAN Cl'JA Ht IlQNG LVC PHI TUYEN 
LIAPUNOV CO CHk..M 
Cong trlnh dfmh cho vi~c nghien dru dao dqng t1fa tu'an hoan crl.a h~ dqng 
l\fc phi tuyen Liapunov c6 ch~m. Da nh~n drrqc d.c ket qua sau day: 
- Xac djnh dieu ki~n c'an va dll. cho S\f ton t~i nghi~m tl!a tu'an hoan mo ta 
cac qua trlnh dao dqng ella h~. 
- Xay dlfllg nghi%m t'!a tu'an hoan g'an dung drr&i d~g chu6i liiy thl'ra. 
- Khao sat dao dqng t'!a tu'an hoan ctia h~ dqng llfC phi tuyen c6 ch~m lo~i 
Duffing v&i nhi~u lo~n tu'an hoan. 
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